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This paper is mainly on the T'ang Interpreting Poetry ,LiuYuxi’s Kuizhou poetry 
and the mentality of his late relegation study. As we all know, Liu Yuxi is one of the 
famous five literary poet who had experienced relegation. This paper attempts to 
interpret the Kuizhou poetry under his entire relegation career to study and reflect. 
The impact of the relegation and the relegation from the literature on the mentality of 
the writers’ relegation and the work is very important.This paper use it to analyze and 
interpret the LiuYuxi’s Kuizhou poetry.This is the cut-point of this paper, and the 
major research perspective.  
This paper is divided into a total of three parts. 
The first part focuses on Liu Yuxi’s Kuizhou Poetry text analysis. The author put 
the Kuizhou period of 50 poems into Parting Words poetry, poetry  joined in the 
chorus and the popular customs poetry of the three categories poetry, and reached 
three characteristics : rich living habits, emotional tone, "happiness without being 
lewd, sadness without injury,"interpreting Tang Dynasty poems and folk songs 
commenced. 
The second part will primarily compare LiuYuxi’s Kuizhou poetry with his 
Langzhou poetry ,Lianzhou poetry and Hezhou poetry. Through the analysis of 
longitudinal poet mentality changes, further clear of the LiuYuxi’s Kuizhou Poetry in 
its share position of the relegation poetry. In the process of analysis, the author 
believe that the Kuizhou Poetry is at late to the relegation poetry.Considering Liu 
Yuxi’s contemporary life history and political background, his Demotion to Langzhou 
analysis Liu Yuxi poems with allusions-the deep-seated causes; Second, comparing 
the period of the four poetry, Carding a vertical mentality in the process of 
transformation; reach the final"Interpreting the LiuYuxi’s Kuizhou poetry as its 
relegation to the classic poetry and peak" conclusions.  
The third part of LiuYuxi ,compared with Du Fu and Bai Juyi, understanding the 
characteristics of Liu Yuxi’s horizontal Kuizhou Poetry and Liu Yuxi’s relegation 
later mentality. Those of Du Fu, mainly from two poems by the poet temperament and 















from two poems by the poet different perspectives for comparison. And Bai Juyi, 
mainly focused on two poets of "stubborn" and "beyond" ,draw the "Liu Yuxi is not 
only a typical dedication representative, relegation its late life is a beyond, a new way 
of life beyond "conclusions.  
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